After beginning with an introduction to the history, the relevant anatomy, and the pathophysiology of spinal pain, the book describes the equipment, tools, and considerations for this specialized procedure. It then takes an in-depth look into different approaches to the epidural space as well as instruments used to treat various spinal diseases presented as step-by-step procedures. The text is organized in bullet points with many illustrations, making it easy to find specific information. The accompanying videos show actual cases illustrating spinal pathologies and procedures. Along with case demonstrations and different approaches, the videos include easy-to-follow, step-by-step video animations of these techniques to supplement understanding.

SALES HOOKS
- In depth look into epiduroscopy, a minimally-invasive technique to treat spinal pain and disorders. Walks the reader through step-by-step procedures.
- Text is organized in bullet points with illustrations, allowing readers to find specific information.
- Includes videos demonstrating the procedures in real cases

COMPETITION